In Brief Steemers et al. combined fMRI with virtual navigation in morphed environments. Linear morphing between familiar environments caused linear changes in activity patterns in sensory cortex but commensurate nonlinear changes in hippocampal activity patterns and remembered locations, providing evidence for putative attractor dynamics in the hippocampus.
SUMMARY
Memories are thought to be retrieved by attractor dynamics if a given input is sufficiently similar to a stored attractor state [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The hippocampus, a region crucial for spatial navigation [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and episodic memory [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , has been associated with attractorbased computations [5, 9] , receiving support from the way rodent place cells ''remap'' nonlinearly between spatial representations [19] [20] [21] [22] . In humans, nonlinear response patterns have been reported in perceptual categorization tasks [23] [24] [25] ; however, it remains elusive whether human memory retrieval is driven by attractor dynamics and what neural mechanisms might underpin them. To test this, we used a virtual reality [7, 11, [26] [27] [28] task where participants learned object-location associations within two distinct virtual reality environments. Participants were subsequently exposed to four novel intermediate environments, generated by linearly morphing the background landscapes of the familiar environments, while tracking fMRI activity. We show that linear changes in environmental context cause linear changes in activity patterns in sensory cortex but cause dynamic, nonlinear changes in both hippocampal activity pattern and remembered locations. Furthermore, the sigmoidal response in the hippocampus scaled with the strength of the sigmoidal pattern in spatial memory. These results indicate that mnemonic decisions in an ambiguous novel context relate to putative attractor dynamics in the hippocampus, which support the dynamic remapping of memories.
RESULTS
Participants gave written consent and were paid for participating, as approved by the local Research Ethics Committee (CMO region Arnhem-Nijmegen, the Netherlands). To create stable object-place memories, we let participants extensively learn the locations of four objects in two virtual environments (environment A and F; Figure 1 ) over the period of 2 days, while feedback about the correct object position was provided at the end of each trial. Performance was measured as the distance error in object replacement as a fraction of arena width. Throughout the two training sessions, participants' performance increased, reaching ceiling levels on day 2 ( Figure S1A ). Performance did not differ between the two environments at the end of training (t 19 = 1.19, p = 0.25; see Figure S1 ).
After training, and while lying in the MRI scanner, participants were required to perform the same behavioral task in four novel ''morph'' environments (B through E) in addition to the known environments A and F. Crucially, the backgrounds, which distinguished the environments, varied linearly from A to F (e.g., B = 80% 3 A + 20% 3 F, C = 60% 3 A + 40% 3 F, etc.; Figure 1B ). Unknown to the participants, transitions between environments were introduced during inter-trial intervals. Participants were not informed about the environmental manipulation and did not receive feedback during this session. Environments were presented in a random order (Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
To formally assess the behavioral response profile, we looked at the relative difference between the object replacement location and the true object location in environments A (DA) and F (DF), expressed as DA/(DA + DF). This behavioral similarity measure scales linearly from 0 to 1 with increasing DA and decreasing DF, reflecting the ''A-ness'' and ''F-ness'' of each memory response ( Figure 1A ). We used maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) to fit this measure to (1) a sigmoidal model indicative of putative attractor dynamics and (2) a linear control model representing the visual change in environments A to F, with model complexity held constant (both models have two free parameters; Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The similarity measure indeed followed a sigmoidal rather than a linear model (paired t test on the resulting residual sum of squares [RSS], t 19 = 4.62, p < 0.001; Figure 1D ), with the sigmoid centered between environments C and D in the majority of participants (15 out of 20; Figure 1E ). On the other hand, memory confidence, measured on a five-point scale after each trial, scaled linearly with difference from either baseline environment in 87% of participants ( Figure 1D) . A behavioral control experiment, where naive participants judged the similarity between the background cues, showed that the sigmoidal memory response pattern was not due to differences in the perception of the backgrounds, which were judged to differ in a linear rather than a sigmoidal fashion along the morph sequence (t 15 If the sigmoidal behavioral pattern reflects putative attractor dynamics in brain activity, we would expect a similar sigmoidal transition in the similarity of the multi-voxel activity patterns for the morph environments compared to the two baseline environments [29] . Since the offset of the sigmoids fitted to behavioral data differed between participants (see Figure 1E ), we used each participant's behavioral response pattern to predict the similarities in multi-voxel activity patterns between pairs of environments, akin to population vector analyses of place cell firing [20] (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). We correlated the actual multi-voxel patterns for each environment-by-environment combination and tested this against the aforementioned prediction models using general linear modeling (GLM) ( Figure 3A ). We found a response pattern following the sigmoidal prediction obtained from each participant's behavioral response function in a hippocampal region of interest (ROI; peak coordinates x = À31, y = À26, z = À7, peak Z = 3.10 uncorrected; bootstrap corrected p = 0.036; see Figure 3B and Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details). The sigmoidal effect in the hippocampus was strongest for responses with high memory confidence ( Figure 3D ). No effect was found in the hippocampus for a linear model, even at a lenient uncorrected threshold of p < 0.01. In contrast, a linear, but not a sigmoidal, response pattern was observed in visual cortex (x = À8, y = À79, z = 11; peak Z = 3.91 uncorrected; bootstrap corrected p < 0.01; Figure 3C; no region outside visual cortex showed a significant linear effect at bootstrap-corrected p < 0.05). Additional control analyses demonstrated that the sigmoidal effect in the hippocampus was not due to differences in navigational behavior across environments ( Figures S2A and S2B ), differences in mean hippocampal blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal across environments ( Figure S2C ), or an effect of the similarities of behavioral response trajectories when the same object was placed across environments ( Figure S3A ). Finally, a consistent sigmoidal or linear response pattern was absent in the perirhinal cortex, entorhinal cortex, and parahippocampal cortex ( Figure S3B ), making it unlikely that our hippocampal observation is the net result of putative extrahippocampal attractor dynamics within the medial temporal lobe.
In sum, these results indicate that the neural activity pattern in the hippocampus follows nonlinear dynamics matching the behavioral response pattern. However, the presence of a sigmoidal response pattern in brain and behavioral data does not unambiguously imply that both adhere to putative attractor dynamics to a corresponding degree. To test this, we assessed the strength of the sigmoidal response profile in behavioral and fMRI data separately by fitting a ''perfect,'' canonical, sigmoidal model using GLM to both datasets (i.e., a step function predicting immediate transition between A and F states; see Fig- ure S4A). The resulting t values for both types of data, obtained per participant, were correlated across participants ( Figure S4B ). Significant correlation was seen again in the hippocampus (peak coordinates x = À29, y = À15, z = À19; peak Z = 3.79 uncorrected; bootstrap corrected p = 0.002; Figures 4A and 4B) for the perfect sigmoidal model, but the effect was absent for the linear model (even at a lenient threshold of p < 0.01, uncorrected). Importantly, an additional within-trial analysis showed that the ratio between linear and sigmoidal fit systematically changed between the early and the late phases of trials, reflecting a dynamic shift to a dominantly sigmoidal fit toward late trial phases (linear regression: slope = 0.004, p < 0.005; Figure 4C ). Furthermore, Monte-Carlo simulations showed that the linear model outperforms the sigmoidal model on randomly shuffled data (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: p < 0.001; Figure 4D ; Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Finally, additional post hoc analyses further suggest that the behavioral and fMRI responses are both clustered around environment A or F representations ( Figure 4F ), indicative of a concurrent sigmoidal pattern in behavior and neural data.
DISCUSSION
Our data show that memory retrieval in ambiguous novel situations is associated with nonlinear dynamics in the hippocampus, the brain's key region for episodic and spatial memory [7, 9, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [28] [29] [30] , corroborating predictions of attractor-based computational models of memory [1] [2] [3] [4] . Our findings also dovetail with recording work in the hippocampus [20, 22] by demonstrating a nonlinear response pattern in the hippocampus as a function of linearly changing input. Furthermore, the sigmoidal response pattern in the hippocampus (1) was predominant in trials in which participants had high confidence in their memory response and (2) scaled with the strength of the sigmoidal pattern in behavior across participants. Thus, the current findings shed new light on the behavioral relevance of these hippocampal computations. That is, we demonstrate that the divergence of orthogonal, competing representations in the hippocampus directly translates into mnemonic decisions, indicative of putative attractor dynamics [ (A) Schematic of analysis logic: behavioral similarity to baseline environments (see example in top left panel) was used to generate predictor matrices for all environment pairs (top right). Multi-voxel patterns in a searchlight analysis (bottom left; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures) were correlated between trials creating a data matrix (bottom right), which was tested against the predictor matrix using GLM (see Figure S4A ). (B) Results from the behaviorally informed sigmoidal and the linear prediction model restricted to hippocampal region of interest; bars show the average effect size in the hippocampus peak ± SEM (x = À31, y = À26, z = À7; bootstrap corrected p < 0.05; see also Figure S3 ). Results, thresholded at a bootstrap-corrected p < 0.05, are overlaid on a study-specific structural template and resampled to MNI space. Depicted is the extent of the hippocampal effect from y = À34 to y = À24 with slice locations shown on a sagittal plane (right). These results were not influenced by differences in navigational behavior or mean hippocampal BOLD signal across environments (see Figure S2 ). The putative neural process underlying the formation of hippocampal memories is remapping [19] , the formation of distinct representations by populations of place cells in response to environmental change. Place-cell-based representations exhibit attractor-like dynamics (sharp transitions) when animals are exposed to similar novel environments that have features (A) Both behavioral similarity to base environments (DA/(DA+DF)) and multi-voxel fMRI pattern similarity measures were separately tested against a predictor matrix reflecting a canonical sigmoidal model using GLM, and the resulting t maps were correlated across participants (see Figure S4B ). The same analysis was also performed using a canonical linear predictor matrix. Group effects for the sigmoidal model, restricted to hippocampal region of interest and thresholded at a bootstrap-corrected p < 0.05, are overlaid on a study-specific template. Shown is the extent of the hippocampal effect from y = À16 to y = À10 with slice locations shown on a sagittal plane. These results were not influenced by differences in navigational behavior or mean hippocampal BOLD signal across environments (see Figure S2 ). mapping in between already known, distinct environments (differing in shape, color, and texture; [22] ), but not if trained in environments that are less distinct [36] . Although it is infeasible to register place cell activity in humans using fMRI, given that the distribution of place cells in rodent hippocampus is nontopographic with respect to the spatial distribution of their firing fields [37] , the aforementioned rodent place cell pattern shows striking similarities with our data. Our data are consistent with the absence of sigmoidal neural response patterns in the human hippocampus when participants view highly similar visual scenes [38, 39] and a linear scaling of hippocampal responses with changes in the configuration of landmarks in four virtual environments [40] . The attractor-like behavior of place cells also accords with observations in rodents that repeated exposure to less-distinct environments is accompanied by a slower, gradual development of distinct place cell representations [41] . However, the distribution of the place cell activity in different environments has not been examined in detail, and it is the similarity of activity in different environments that we examine with multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA) in our study. Our results might also relate to a recent observation by Agarwal et al. [42] , showing that spatial information can be obtained from local field potentials (LFPs) in the rodent hippocampus, summating electrical activity of a large number of neurons, which more closely relates to the BOLD response obtained with fMRI. However, future translational studies are necessary to more directly understand the relationship between population activity of spatially tuned cells and the fMRI signal in the hippocampal formation. How do nonlinear dynamics in the hippocampus relate to pattern separation, as for instance indexed by fMRI adaptation [43] ? Pattern separation, albeit related, is not necessarily due to attractor dynamics. Pattern separation in the hippocampus might accentuate small differences, rather than being attracted to a different fixed point, like the familiar pattern of the baseline environments in the present study and in the work by Wills et al. [22] . In addition, although pattern separation has been observed during virtual reality navigation [44] , putative attractor dynamics are characterized by the emergence of a nonlinear response profile over time ( Figure 4C ).
Could the presence of a sigmoidal effect in the fMRI pattern in the hippocampus be explained by something other than putative attractor dynamics? A nonlinear response profile as observed in the present study effectively reflects a thresholded tuning function. Here, we provide evidence for a sigmoidal pattern in both behavioral and multi-voxel fMRI data as well as in a brain-behavior interaction and also show the systematic emergence of the nonlinear response profile within trials. Taken together, these effects are indicative of putative attractor dynamics but ultimately not a necessary condition, and alternative processes could potentially explain the sigmoidal output function. Any such alternative must either include the differences in background images or the locations where objects are placed by participants, since these are the only features that change between environments. Eliminating same-object comparisons in our analysis does not influence our results; therefore, the drop locations and associated similarities of paths and background cues cannot drive the observed sigmoidal pattern (Figure S3A) . Furthermore, in visual cortex we do see a linear response pattern rather than a sigmoidal pattern, making it further unlikely that mere visual differences between environments contribute to the observed effect ( Figure 3C ). In addition, naive participants perceive the background images to change linearly (Figure 2) , and this perception could be used to make a binary choice on where to drop the cued object (i.e., if perceived more similar to A, recall environment A). This strategy would eliminate the need for putative attractor dynamics in the hippocampus and still show binary memory activation in fMRI data. However, it would not predict a change from a more linear to a more sigmoidal pattern within trials as seen in our data (see Figure 4C ) or be congruent with earlier rodent studies [22] .
In sum, the sigmoidal response pattern we observe in the hippocampus provides novel evidence for an abrupt, remapping-like response to a linearly changed spatial context in humans, consistent with a recent report showing consequences of such a response in multi-modal pattern completion [45] and with pattern separation and completion during memory disambiguation in virtual reality [44] . Participants were trained to ceiling so as to form distinct and separate memories for the two original environments. In addition, analyses of fMRI data acquired during the learning phase for a subset of our participants indicates that, like place cell remapping in lessdistinct environments [41] , representations of environments A and F in the hippocampus de-correlate as a function of learning such that distinct representations already emerge on day 1 and continue to diverge on day 2 ( Figure S1 ; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). This suggests that a certain level of distinctiveness between two representations is required to observe nonlinear dynamics between the morph environments.
In conclusion, our study provides evidence for putative attractor dynamics and spatial remapping in the human hippocampus and highlights that these neural mechanisms underpin memorybased decision making in novel situations. 
